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Embracing the Moon: Haiku 
About Drinking

Kristen Lindquist

The relationship between poets and alcohol is age-old, stretching 
CBDL�UP�VOEPVCUFEMZ�UIF�PSJHJOT�PG�QPFUSZ�JUTFMG��	0S�PG�BMDPIPM�

XIP�T�UP�TBZ�XIJDI�DBNF�đSTU 
�"MNPTU�UXP�UIPVTBOE�ZFBST�BHP�$IJOFTF�
poet Ruan Ji, one of the Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, stated in his 
ESJOLJOH�TPOH�i8JOF�.BE�u�i0ODF�ESVOL�B�DVQ�PG�XJOF�DBO�CSJOH�����
stanzas of poetry …”1 Several other cultures, including the ancient Greeks 
and the Japanese, also played drinking games that involved the recitation 
or spontaneous creation of poems. 

late night renku
the linking shifting
wine bottle

     David G. Lanoue 2   

As American writer John Cheever, a noted alcoholic, once observed in 
IJT�KPVSOBM�iăF�FYDJUFNFOU�PG�BMDPIPM�BOE�UIF�FYDJUFNFOU�PG�GBOUBTZ�BSF�
very similar.”3 Drinking, as typified by the Greek god of wine, Dionysus, 
was associated with frenzied dancing and outright bacchanals (so-named 
GPS�IJT�3PNBO�DPVOUFSQBSU�#BDDIVT
��ăBU�%JPOZTVT�XBT�BMTP�HPE�PG�GFS-
tility and the performance arts makes perfect sense in light of his hard-
partying persona. 

Friday night
the taste of freedom
and wine

     Rachel Sutcliffe �   
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In his article “Creativity and Alcoholism,” Dr. Albert Rothenberg cites 
UIF�XSJUFS�T�TFFNJOH�OFFE�UP�VTF�BMDPIPM�UP�iCSJOH�PVU�FYIJCJUJPOJTN�JO-
crease sociability, encourage fantasy, bolster self-confidence, ease loneli-
OFTT� PS�NPTU� TJNQMZ� UP� SFMBY� BĕFS� B� MPOH�EBZ�PG�IBSE� DPODFOUSBUJPO�u5  
Indeed, poet Robert Lowell once said of his creative process, “Nothing 
was written drunk, at least nothing was perfected and finished, but I have 
looked forward to whatever one gets from drinking, a stirring and blur-
ring.”6  

moon viewing
i drink more sake …
still no poem

     Angelee Deodhar 7   

And yet, this quest for a more creative state of mind has its (sometime 
MJUFSBM
�EPXOTJEFT��*OFCSJBUJPO�JT�OPU�QSFUUZ��5PP�NVDI�BMDPIPM�DBO�MFBE�
to stumbling, slurring, vomiting, black-outs—even death, as in the apoc-
ryphal story of legendary Chinese poet Li Bai, who was said to have 
drowned when he drunkenly tried to embrace the moon in a river. There’s 
“blurring” and then there’s blotto. 

 full of saké    heading home drunk
 stumbling    the full moon
 upon stars   all over the place

      Philip Rowland 8        Rob Scott 9   
 
8JUI�BMM�UIJT�JO�NJOE�*�CFDBNF�DVSJPVT�UP�FYQMPSF�IPX�UIF�BDU�PG�ESJOLJOH�
IBT�CFFO�QPSUSBZFE�CZ�	NPTUMZ�DPOUFNQPSBSZ�NPTUMZ�&OHMJTI�MBOHVBHF
�
haiku poets. Within the terse constraints of the form, haiku poets have 
TVDDFTTGVMMZ� DPOWFZFE�B� SFTQFDUJWFMZ�XJEF� SBOHF�PG� UIFJS� FYQFSJFODFT� BT�
well as mirroring the full range of societal attitudes toward alcohol as a 
legal drug. The moments that emerge as poems reflect the full spectrum 
PG�QMFBTVSF� BOE�QBJO� BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI� UIF� JOUPYJDBUFE�NJOE�BOE� UIBU�T�
without even delving into two additional, associated aspects also well-
represented in haiku: the hangover and AA.  
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#Z�UIFJS�WFSZ�FYJTUFODF�UJQTZ�IBJLV�QBSBEPYJDBMMZ�FYFNQMJGZ�UIF�DSFBUJWF�
process by which “whatever one gets from drinking” is transformed by 
UIF�TPCFS�NJOE�JOUP�DPHFOU�QPFUSZ��ăF�TIJĕJOH�SFBMJUZ�FYQFSJFODFE�XIJMF�
under the influence has shown the poet a new angle or more creative way 
PG�TFFJOH�UIF�XPSME�BSPVOE�UIFN�	JG�UIFZ�SF�BCMF�UP�SFNFNCFS�JU�UIF�OFYU�
EBZ
��ăFTF�NJTQFSDFQUJPOT�NBZ�HFOFSBUF�QPFUJD�NPNFOUT�PG�TZOFTUIFTJB�
GPS�FYBNQMF�UIBU�IBWF�CFFO�DIBSBDUFSJTUJD�PG�GSFTI�IBJLV�TJODF�UIF�UJNF�PG�
Bashō. 

 pleasantly drunk   another whiskey
 fireflies come out   even the trophy trout
 of the moon   swims

      Jim Kacian 10          Jeffrey Winke 11   
 
As a precocious teenager, nineteenth-century French poet (and notori-
PVT�BCTJOUIF�ESJOLFS
�"SUIVS�3JNCBVE�EFDMBSFE�iăF�1PFU�NBLFT�IJN-
self a seer by a long, gigantic and rational derangement of all the sens-
es”—presumably “rationally” deranging the senses through the choice to 
JOUPYJDBUF�POFTFMG�XJUI�ESVHT�BOE�PS�BMDPIPM�12  For the poet, alcohol thus 
provides an accessible, legal means to that gigantic derangement. A new 
WJTJPO�BT�FYFNQMJđFE�CZ�B�HPPE�QPFN�DBO�BSJTF�POMZ�GSPN�UIBU�BMUFSFE�
TUBUF��0OF�DBO�NBLF�B�EJSFDU�DPOOFDUJPO�CFUXFFO�UIF�FVQIFNJTN�iHFU-
UJOH�MJUu�UP�UIF�JMMVNJOBUJOH�TQBSL�PG�JOTQJSBUJPO��"T�DSJUJD�%BWJE�0SS�QVUT�
it: “The drunken poet, according to this view, isn’t merely drunk in the 
way a lawyer might be drunk, or an orthopedic surgeon, or even just a 
TBE�BOYJPVT�QFSTPO��/P�UIF�QPFU�IBT�NBEF�B�TBDSJđDF��)F�JT�ESVOL�GPS�
art.”13  

And what art it is. Alcohol can be a welcome influence on an art form 
MJLF�IBJLV�UIBU�DFMFCSBUFT�TFOTVBM�FYQFSJFODF�FTQFDJBMMZ�B�iEFSBOHFEu�POF��
Boozy haiku engage all five senses. From color to bouquet to the clink 
of glasses, haiku poets are attuned to these finer details of drinking. The 
question remains as to whether this heightened perception is due to al-
cohol having sharpened the senses, to the workings of the well-trained 
haiku mind, or both.
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 ring of wine glasses    two to tango
 now we have involved    the sound of whiskey
 all five senses   on his breath 
      Adelaide McLeod ���        Martha Magenta 15  
 

 homemade wine   sakura ...
 she bottles all the colours    the taste of chilled wine
 of autumn     from a clay cup 

      Lucy Whitehead 16          Lorin Ford 17   

"T�FYQFDUFE�TBLF�PG�DPVSTF�JT�FOKPZFE�CZ�NBOZ�IBJLV�QPFUT��3JDF�XJOF�
was the alcohol that Bashō, Buson, and Issa drank, so it thus seems ideally 
suited for contemporary poets to channel the old masters by drinking 
it themselves and incorporating it into their haiku. If not in conscious 
homage to Bashō et al, the act at least reinforces a connection to the East 
Asian origins of the poetic form. In this way, sake goes with writing po-
etry, watching the moon, and even a few Zen-like moments.

 After a few drinks   sake bottle — 
    of the heated sake —    practicing
       the floating world    “emptiness”

      Tom Tico 18        Stanford M. Forrester  19  

Wine seems to be haiku poets’ drink of choice overall, maybe because, as 
one-syllable alcohols go, something about it seems more poetic than beer 
or rum. Particular wines carry their own connotations: white wine con-
veys a sense of clarity, coolness, and summer sophistication; red wine is 
more serious, aligned with autumn leaves, dusk, and warmth; dandelion 
and fruit wines often spark feelings of nostalgia or the pleasures of rural 
life. 
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 a chilled white wine                        red wine spills
 sparkling in the slow dusk    at the crack in the curtains
 fireflies                                       night 

      Adelaide B. Shaw 20         Maurice Tasnier 21   

dandelion wine 
the grandfather 
retells his story 

     Brenda Roberts 22   

Ernest Hemingway once wrote in a letter to his Russian translator, “Do 
ZPV�ESJOL ����8IBU�FMTF�DBO�DIBOHF�ZPVS�JEFBT�BOE�NBLF�UIFN�SVO�PO�B�
EJĈFSFOU�QMBOF� MJLF�XIJTLFZ u� � �8IJTLFZ�IBJLV� JNQMZ�B�NPSF�IBSEDPSF�
style of drinking, sometimes with cigarettes, often at a dive bar or a rug-
ged, outdoor setting that heavy-drinking Hemingway would have ap-
proved.

 campfire    whiskey over ice
 the warm glow   the bite
 of straight whisky    of her kiss

      John Soules ��         Scott Larson 25   

Beer, like whiskey, seems more blue-collar in nature. However, while 
whiskey burns, a cold beer offers relief. In his seasonal almanac Haiku 
World, William J. Higginson includes beer as a summer kigo. This makes 
sense, as cracking open a cold one is a particular pleasure on a hot day. He 
PĈFST�BT�BO�FYBNQMF�UIF�CFFS�IBJLV�CZ�+JN�,BDJBO�UIBU�*�JODMVEF�CFMPX��
	8IJTLFZ�ESJOLJOH�BDDPSEJOH�UP�)JHHJOTPO�JT�B�ZFBS�SPVOE�BDUJWJUZ�
���

fishing 
through the ice
for a beer

     Jim Kacian 27   
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Cocktails belong to parties, with the clink of ice a notable component. 
Rum conjures the tropics and summer heat. Gin is clear, cool, often asso-
ciated with rain. Tequila’s a little wilder, linked with the sun; vodka, cold, 
its water-like clarity easy to hide. Interestingly, as best as I could tell, the 
distilled spirits were not as prevalent in this most distilled form of poetry 
BT�*�NJHIU�IBWF�FYQFDUFE�

� B�SVN�QVODI��� QPMBS�WPSUFY
 and the swaying palms …    another shot
 sultry night    of vodka

      Kristy Karkow 28         Christopher Patchel  29  

 orange nightgown    she asks
 on the floor —     how I take my gin
 tequila sunrise    winter rain

      Kristin Reynolds 30         Peter Joseph Gloviczki 31   
 
For many haijin, savoring a drink alone is a simple pleasure of life, often 
accompanied by other accoutrements of solitary indulgence: a book and 
perhaps an edible treat. 

 A book of poems,     chocolate
 rum and coke —    between sips of red wine
 rainy night.     winter evening

 Bob Carlton 32    Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck 33   

ăF�MFWFMT�PG�ESJOLJOH�BDUJWJUZ�FYQSFTTFE�JO�IBJLV�SVO�UIF�HBNVU�GSPN�iB�
little drunk” or “tipsy” or “pleasantly drunk” to “very drunk.” That self-
referential line gives the reader an immediate frame of reference for what-
FWFS�DSB[JOFTT�NJHIU�IBQQFO�JO�UIF�OFYU�UXP�MJOFT��%FQFOEJOH�PO�XIBU�
state of inebriation they are in, a drinker may feel depressed; alcohol is a 
EFQSFTTBOU�BĕFS�BMM��0S�UIFZ�NBZ�HP�B�MJUUMF�XJME��"T�OPUFE�ESVOLFOOFTT�
loosens social inhibitions, freeing one up to cut loose and misbehave in 
ways that potentially cause shame or regret upon sobering up. 
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4UZMJTUJDBMMZ�UIFTF�VOFYQFDUFE�CFIBWJPST�XPSL�XFMM�UP�SIFUPSJDBMMZ�HFO-
FSBUF�UIBU�GFFMJOH�PG�TVSQSJTF�PĕFO�FĈFDUFE�CZ�B�IBJLV�T�KVYUBQPTFE�JNBHFT��
ăF�IBJLV�	PS�NPSF�QSPCBCMZ�TFOSZV
�NBZ�FMJDJU�B�XSZ�FNQBUIFUJD�TNJMF�
PO�UIF�SFBEFS�T�GBDF��0UIFS�QJFDFT�XSJUUFO�CZ�LOPXO�BMDPIPMJD�QPFUT�TVDI�
as Jack Kerouac or Taneda Santoka, evoke a certain retrospective pathos.  

 fourth glass of wine    After New Year’s
 slurring    Sake cups
� NZ�FYDVTFT�� *O�UIF�đTI�UBOL 
      Claudette Russell  ��        Miriam Sagan 35   

drunk again my reflection fills the toilet bowl 

                                  Ed Markowski 36   
 
This bad behavior is not always our own. The usual tropes, the town 
drunk and the drunken priest, make regular appearances in the haiku vil-
lage. Town drunks and winos often play the role of the archetypal fool, 
behaving in ways that defy societal norms. They may unwittingly say or 
EP�TPNFUIJOH�QSPGPVOE�PS�BU�MFBTU�QPFUJD� JO�UIFJS�JOFCSJBUJPO��0O�UIF�
other hand, the inclusion of a drunken priest is often meant to highlight 
the irony of the situation.

 The drunk    arms balancing
       lets the butterfly     wino steps carefully over
 lead the way    his demons

      Alan Pizzarelli 37        W.S. Apted 38  

0OF�ESJOLT�BMPOF�JO�QBJST�PS�JO�UIF�DPNQBOZ�PG�NBOZ�PUIFST�BU�B�QBSUZ�
over dinner, or at a bar. Drinking alone is often burdened with connota-
tions of loneliness, depression, sadness, or self-pity: consider the com-
mon image of the man hunched over his drink at a bar, “drowning his 
sorrows.” The drink itself becomes one’s only companion and comfort. 
Imbibing with others is more often a convivial activity, as at the televi-
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sion bar Cheers where everyone knows your name. We make toasts and 
clink glasses as a way to celebrate together. Liquor loosens tongues, in 
vino veritas—and a night out fueled by alcohol often involves storytell-
ing, confessions, and seductions. 

 February thaw —   sitting alone at the bar
 a few sips of wine    with others sitting alone
 loosen her tongue    spring drizzle

      Cathy Drinkwater Better ���        Stephen A. Peters ��   

Haiku poets seem to find quite a few bugs in their booze, perhaps chan-
neling Issa and his amicable relationship with insects. That these insects 
BSF�GSFRVFOUMZ�KVYUBQPTFE�XJUI�IPU�XFBUIFS�JOEJDBUFT�UIBU�UIF�QPFU�JT�PG-
ten drinking outside. The human drinker seems to most readily identify 
XJUI�UIF�CFIBWJPS�PG�B�CFF�JOUPYJDBUFE�CZ�OFDUBS��"OE�BT�XJUI�UIF�PME�KPLF�
about the fly in one’s soup doing the backstroke (did this originate from 
POF�PG�*TTB�T�IBJLV�CFMPX 
�UIFTF�IBJLV�BSF�PĕFO�QMBZGVM��

0UIFS�NPSF�BCTUSBDU�FOUJUJFT�đOE�UIFJS�XBZ�JOUP�CPUUMFT�PS�XJOF�HMBTTFT�BT�
well: light, music, stories, memories. Again, the influence of the alcohol 
may be to blame for these poetically filled glasses, or it may be the way 
haiku poets have trained themselves to look at the world. Also considered 
is what’s not in the bottle, which sets up the irresistible punning pivot 
	GPVOE�JO�TFWFSBM�IBJLV�*�DBNF�BDSPTT�JO�NZ�TVSWFZ
�PG�iIBMG�ESVOL�u

whiskey i sip it till it loves me

     Jim Kacian 39 

a gnat floats in the glass of gin    the heat

     Marlene Mountain ���

nightfall
in the wine cup
an old friend's face

     Penny Harter �� 

in a sake bowl
a flea
swimming! swimming!

     Kobayashi Issa ��
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 in silence   long summer
 firelight fills   the whiskey glass full
 two wine glasses   of midnights
 

      Mark E. Brager ���        Tom Drescher ��  

Psychologist Carl Jung once riffed on the word 'spirits:' “You see, ‘alcohol’ 
in Latin is spiritus, and one uses the same word for the highest religious 
FYQFSJFODF�BT�XFMM�BT�GPS�UIF�NPTU�EFQSBWJOH�QPJTPOwu��  So in drinking, 
the poet may hope, consciously or not, to tap into some form of higher 
spirit, something larger than the self, perhaps even mystical, that rear-
ranges their perceptions of the world. 

Perhaps this is why so many haiku poets drink with the moon in one 
way or another: as a poetic image, the moon’s shining presence possesses 
mystical and bewitching qualities similar to those of alcohol. This alli-
ance between moon and booze had an early start; in times past, sake was 
a requisite accompaniment of moon-viewing parties. And certainly, more 
drinking happens after dark when the moon is most visible and apparent. 

Throughout the long history of the form, haiku poets have been in-
spired by the moon more than any other aspect of the natural world. The 
moon inspires many an illuminating, well-rounded metaphor. (Surpris-
JOHMZ�UIPVHI�OPU�B�MPU�PG�NPPOTIJOF�JT�ESVOL�JO�IBJLV�
�8IBUFWFS�UIF�
reason, every haiku poet’s best friend, the moon, is easily, and perhaps 
naturally, also their most consistent drinking buddy. We could do worse.

 drinking sake    drunk:
 without flowers or moon    the moon
 one is alone    is staggering

      Matsuo Bashō ��         Matthias Korn ���� 

 sake with friends   summer evening —
 the moon and my shadow    the palm tree and the moon
 three drunkards    are tipsy too! 

      Doug D’Elia 50        Karma Tenzing Wangchuk 51   
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